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Photodissociation dynamics of acetylacetone: The OH product state
distribution

Min-Chul Yoon, Young S. Choi, and Sang Kyu Kima)

Department of Chemistry, Inha University, Inchon 402-751, Republic of Korea

~Received 25 January 1999; accepted 1 April 1999!

Acetylacetone in the supersonic jet, which exists predominantly as an enolic form, is found to give
rise to the OH fragment after thep –p* transition induced by the UV absorption. The nascent OH
product state distributions are determined using a laser-induced fluorescence technique at the
excitation wavelengths of 291 and 266 nm. The OH fragment is vibrationally cold, and its rotational
state distribution is peaked atN53 or 4 at the pump wavelength of 291 or 266 nm, respectively. No
fluorescence from the excited acetylacetone has been observed even in the energy region near the
origin, suggesting the ultrafast nonradiative processes of the excited state. From the measured OH
product state distributions, the upper bound for the dissociation energy of the acetylacetone is
estimated to be 90.3 kcal/mol. The ratios ofL-doublets and spin–orbit states of the OH fragment are
also measured. A slight preference of the OH fragment in the2P3/2 state over the2P1/2 state is
observed. TheP2/P1 ratios, determined by the relative intensity ratios ofQ andP ~or R! lines, are
found to be less than unity, suggesting the preferential cleavage of the C–OH bond on the molecular
plane probably due to a relatively strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the enolic
acetylacetone. The prior calculation reproduces the experiment quite well for the OH rotational state
distribution at 291 nm, while it does not for that at 266 nm. This suggests that the transition state
in the acetylacetone dissociation, at the low energy near threshold, may be completely loosely
defined on the potential energy surface which does not have a barrier to recombination, and it
becomes tightened as the energy increases above the reaction threshold. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01824-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acetylacetone~2,4-pentanedione! has been widely used
as a chelating reagent for the preparation of many us
organometallic compounds, and thus its structure and r
tivity have been important issues in many fields
science.1–5 Acetylacetone can exist as two different stru
tural isomers; diketo and enol, and it is well known fro
much spectroscopic evidence that the relative population
these two structural isomers varies depending on the cha
teristics of the environment~see below!.

For example, the diketo form is stable in polar solvents wh
the enol form is favored in nonpolar solvents.6,7 In the gas
phase at room temperature, acetylacetone is known to e
predominantly as the enol form.6,7 The preference of the eno
form in the gas phase is due to the formation of a relativ
strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the eno
acetylacetone. The stabilization energy of the hydrog
bonding has been theoretically predicted to be 12 kcal/m8

The molecular structure of the enolic acetylacetone in
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ground electronic state has been debated for a long time
seems to remain controversial in terms of whether
hydrogen-bonded H atom is positioned at the center betw
two adjacent oxygen atoms or not.9–13 The intramolecular
proton transfer dynamics of the enolic acetylacetone h
also been intensively studied.14–17

Compared to many theoretical and experimental stud
on the structure and proton transfer dynamics of acety
etone, its photochemistry has been given less attention.
UV7 and electron-impact18 spectroscopic studies have show
that the enolic acetylacetone in the gas phase at room
perature has a broad structureless absorption band peak
around 270 nm, which is attributed to the allowedp –p*
transition. Roubinet al. have investigated the photochemi
try of acetylacetone in the matrix environment, and ha
found that thep –p* transition is followed by the stereoi
somerization of the enolic acetylacetone.19 Recently, we
have reported the first photochemical study of the gas ph
acetylacetone.20 Interestingly, the enolic acetylacetone h
found to give the OH and 3-penten-2-on-4-yl radicals in
photodissociation induced by thep –p* transition ~see be-
low!.

Here, we present a detailed analysis of the quantum s
distribution of the OH fragment from the acetylacetone ph
todissociation.
il:
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENT

Acetylacetone~Aldrich, 991%! was purchased and use
without further purification. Acetylacetone was kept at roo
temperature and the He carrier gas was bubbled through
sample. The gas mixture was then expanded throug
nozzle orifice~General Valve, 0.5 mm diam! into a vacuum
chamber with a typical backing pressure of 1 atm. The cha
ber was equipped with a 6 in. diffusion pump~VHS-6! and a
liquid N2 trap. The background pressure of the chamber w
maintained below 1025 Torr when the nozzle~10 Hz! was
on. The nozzle was heated to 70 °C to reduce the clu
formation.

The second-harmonic output of a Nd:YAG las
~Spectra-Physics, GCR-150, 10 Hz, 7 ns duration! was split
in half and used to pump two independent dye lasers. O
dye laser~Lumonics, HD-500! was used to generate the las
pulses in the 580–600 nm range. The output of the dye la
was frequency doubled using a KD*P crystal to generate th
UV laser pulses in the 290–300 nm region, and used to
cite the molecule~the pump laser pulse!. The other dye lase
~Lambda Physik, Scanmate II! was used to generate the las
pulses in the 560–580 nm, and its output was freque
doubled to give the laser pulse in the 280–290 nm ran
The intensity and direction of the UV output were mai
tained using a homemade crystal tracking system. This l
pulse~the probe laser pulse! was used to probe the OH frag
ment from the acetylacetone dissociation. The fourth h
monic output~266 nm! of the Nd:YAG laser was also use
for the pump.

The pump and probe laser pulses were combined wi
dichroic mirror, directed into the chamber collinearly, a
overlapped with a supersonic beam at the position of 20
downstream from the nozzle orifice. The delay time betwe
the pump and probe laser pulse was fixed at 10 ns.
polarizations of two pulses were perpendicular to each ot
and the polarization of the pump laser was perpendicula
the direction of the fluorescence detection. The laser in
sity fluctuation was monitored with a photodiode and used
the normalization of the signal. The laser-induced fluor
cence~LIF! signal was detected by a photomultiplier tu
~Hamamatsu, H-1949-50!, averaged by an integrated boxc
~SRS, SR250!, A/D converted by an interface~SRS, SR245!,
and stored in an IBM personal computer using a data-tak
program which also controlled two dye lasers and crys
tracker systems. The intensity of the probe laser was redu
so that the OH transition is not saturated. The linearity of
LIF signal with the probe laser intensity was carefu
checked. The LIF signal was averaged for ten shots and
LIF spectra were taken three times at each photolysis wa
length.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

No fluorescence is observed from the excited acety
etone even in the wavelength region near the origin of
p –p* transition, which suggests fast nonradiative proces
in the excited state. Consistently, the absorption spectrum
the jet-cooled acetylacetone, deduced from the photof
ment excitation~PHOFEX! spectrum which monitors the
Downloaded 03 Sep 2003 to 143.248.34.202. Redistribution subject to A
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LIF signal of the OH fragment as a function of the excitatio
energy, has been found to show no distinct structure eve
the energy region near the origin.20 Therefore, the C–O bond
dissociation of the enolic acetylacetone may take place
the lower electronic states following fast nonradiative pr
cesses such as internal conversion or intersystem crossi

The A 2S1 (v851) –X 2P (v950) transition of OH is
used for the LIF measurement. A typical LIF spectrum of t
OH fragment from the acetylacetone photodissociation
266 nm is shown in Fig. 1 with appropriate assignments
the observed peaks.21 The OH transitions are labeled accord
ing to Hund’s case~b!. The P, Q, or R branches are for the
cases ofDN521, 0, or 1, respectively, while the subscript
or 2 representsP3/2 or P1/2 states, respectively. According t
the parity selection rule (1↔2), theQ branches probe only
theP2 state, while theP andR branches are due to theP1

state. The relative populations of the OH fragment are de
mined by dividing the LIF intensities of the transitions b
their corresponding Einstein absorption coefficients.22 The
detailed analysis of the quantum state distributions of the
fragment is presented as follows.

A. OH rotational state distribution and energetics

The OH rotational state distributions at the pump wav
lengths of 291 and 266 nm, are determined by analyzingP,
Q, andR branches from theP3/2 state. TheP andR branches
probe the sameL-doublet level~P1, A8!, and the population
obtained fromP and R branches are averaged to give th
population of the OH fragment in the2P3/2(A8) state~Fig.
2!. Meanwhile, theQ branch probes the otherL-doublet
level (P2,A9), and is used to give the OH population in th
2P3/2(A9) state. The OH fragment is found to be vibra
tionally cold at both pump wavelengths. No LIF signal du
to OH (2P, v951! is detected in the present experiment
setup. The rotational state distribution of the OH fragme
~v950! is peaked atN53 – 4, and has a long tail at the
higherN values. It is interesting to note that the distribution
obtained from theP and R branches are slightly differen
from those obtained from theQ branches. This difference

FIG. 1. A typical LIF spectrum of the OH fragment using theA 2S1 (v
51)2X 2P (v50) transition. The pump wavelength is 266 nm. Assig
ments of the bands are from Ref. 21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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11852 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 24, 22 June 1999 Yoon, Choi, and Kim
means that the ratio of the relative populations of the O
fragment in theP2 andP1 states is not constant as a fun
tion of the rotational quantum number, and this will be d
cussed later~vide infra!.

The upper bound of the available energy has b
roughly estimated from the highestN value of the OH frag-
ment of which the LIF signal is detectable at the pump wa
length of 297.5 nm~96.1 kcal/mol!. The highestN value
giving the detectable LIF signal isN510, of which the ro-
tational energy is 5.8 kcal/mol. Therefore, assuming that
thermal energy of the jet-cooled acetylacetone is negligi
the bond dissociation energy is less than~96.125.8!590.3
kcal/mol. If the stabilization energy of the intramolecul
hydrogen bond is taken to be 12 kcal/mol,8 the local bond
energy of the C–O~H! bond of the enolic acetylaceton
would be~90.3212!578.3 kcal/mol, which is not an unrea
sonable value for the C–O bond energy.

The partitioning of the available energy into various d
grees of freedom of fragments provides important inform
tion about the transition state involved in the photodissoc
tion. The Boltzmann plots of the OH distribution at 291 a
266 nm are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. At the
low N’s, non-Boltzmann behavior is observed at both pu
wavelengths, indicating that the nascent OH rotational s
distribution cannot be represented by the Boltzmann ro
tional temperature alone. Rather, some other dynamica
more rigorous statistical models should be tried to expl
the OH rotational state distribution~vide infra!.

B. Spin–orbit state distributions

TheP3/2/P1/2 ratios measured at 291 and 266 nm, m
tiplied by appropriate statistical weights, are plotted ver

FIG. 2. OH rotational state distributions in the2P3/2(A8)state~closed rect-
angles! and2P3/2(A9) state~open triangles! at the pump wavelengths of~a!
291 and~b! 266 nm.
Downloaded 03 Sep 2003 to 143.248.34.202. Redistribution subject to A
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the OH rotational quantum number in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
respectively. At both pump wavelengths, the2P3/2 level
seems to be slightly more populated. A spin preference
also been observed in the photodissociation of several o
molecules such as NCNO,23 HONO,24 and NO2.

25 However,

FIG. 3. Boltzmann plot of the OH rotational state distribution for th
2P3/2(A8)state~closed rectangles! and2P3/2(A9) state~open triangles! at ~a!
291 and~b! 266 nm. Non-Boltzmann behavior is observed for the lowN’s
(N,5). The Boltzmann temperature obtained from the fit to the highN’s
(N.5) is Trot5530 and 550 K forlph5291 and 266 nm, respectively.

FIG. 4. Spin–orbit population ratios determined from th
2P3/2(A8)/2P1/2(A8) intensity ratios at~a! 291 and~b! 266 nm are plotted vs
the rotational quantum number; the intensity ratios are multiplied by app
priate statistical weights.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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11853J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 24, 22 June 1999 Yoon, Choi, and Kim
the origin of the spin preference seems to be still in debat
many cases.23–25 It is interesting to note that since theP1/2

state lies at higher energies, the available energy for the
fragment in theP1/2 state is lower. Therefore, the rotation
state distribution is expected to be slightly shifted to the l
N’s for the OH fragment in theP1/2 state compared to that i
the P3/2 state. This energetic difference of two spin sta
could be partly responsible for the slight rise of t
P3/2/P1/2 ratio over theN51 – 6 region in Fig. 4.

C. Population of the L-doublets

As mentioned earlier, theQ branches detect the OH frag
ment in theP2 state, while theR ~andP! branches are due t
the P1 state.24,26,27Thus theQ/R ~or Q/P! intensity ratios
give theL-doublet ratios, which give information about th
relative population of the OH fragment in theP2 and P1

states. In the highJ limit, the unpairedpp lobe is perpen-
dicular to the rotating plane of the OH fragment in theP2

state (A9), while it is parallel to the rotating plane in theP1

state (A8).26 However, at intermediateJ, theL-doublets are
mixtures of these two limiting cases.26

In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, the L-doublet ratios for theP3/2

state, obtained from theQ1 /@(R11P1)/2# ratios at 291 and
266 nm, respectively, are shown with the rotational angu
quantum number. At both pump wavelengths, theP2/P1

population ratio is below unity and decreases to;0.5 asN
increases. TheP2/P1 ratio represents the orientation of th
pp lobe with respect to the OH rotating plane. Therefore,
nonstatisticalL-doublet ratios in Fig. 5 indicate that thepp
lobe containing the unpaired electron tends to be oriente
the position which is parallel to the OH rotating plane asN
increases. However, the absolute value of theP2/P1 ratio

FIG. 5. L-doublet population ratios (P3/2) vs the OH rotational quantum
number (N) at ~a! 291 and~b! 266 nm. The statistical population would giv
unity for theL-doublet ratio for allN’s ~dashed line!.
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is small, indicating that thepp lobe does not reach the max
mum alignment with the rotating plane even at moderat
high N’s.

The more quantitative analysis requires the considera
of the electronic alignment effect of thepp lobe as OH
changes from Hund’s case~a! to ~b! with increasingN. As
first discussed by Gwinnet al.,28 the orientation of thepp
lobe can be expressed in terms ofD5^cos2 f2sin2 f&,
where f is the angle between thepp lobe and plane of
rotation. According to the analysis by Vasudevet al.,24 we
can extract an angle of thepp lobe with respect to the plan
of rotation from the measuredL-doublet ratio. If the electron
charge density of thepp lobe peaks atf6 for the P6level,
then

f65cos21~0.56uDu!1/2. ~1!

If u is the angle of thepp lobe with respect to the plane o
rotation of the OH fragment, then theL-doublet ratio can be
expressed as follows:

P2

P1 5
cos2~f22u!

cos2~f12u!
. ~2!

Suppose that the bond-breaking event occurs strictly o
molecular plane,u will be zero, giving the dotted line in Fig
5~a!. TheL-doublet ratios at both 291 and 266 nm are re
tively well reproduced whenu is 30° @see the solid lines in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. This indicates that the charge density
the pp lobe of the OH fragment peaks at around 30° w
respect to the plane of rotation, suggesting a comparativ
small preference of the planar dissociation pathway.

D. Prior calculation

The partitioning of the available energy into various d
grees of freedom of fragments is mainly governed by
nature of the transition state defined on the potential ene
surface where the dissociation occurs.29 In the acetylacetone
dissociation, it is not clear yet which electronic states
involved in the dissociation process. One important clue
clarifying the dissociation mechanism is whether or not
product state distribution can be predictable by the statist
theory. Here, the prior model30 is employed for the calcula
tion of the OH rotational state distribution to be compar
with the experiment.

Ab initio calculation with a 6-311G~d! basis set on the
Hartree–Fock level has been carried out for the ground s
of the 3-penten-2-on-4-yl radical using theGaussian 98
program.31 The 33 normal mode frequencies have been c
culated. Here, it is assumed that there is no exit barrier in
dissociation and all the energetically accessible quan
states of the products are equally probable. In this case
transition state is assumed to be located at fully separ
products, and there is enough time for the energy to be
domized among all the energetically accessible quan
states of the molecule throughout the reaction pathway.
cordingly, the relative population of the OH~N! is deter-
mined by the number of quantum states of products at
energy,E5Eaval2Erot(OH,N). The rotational energy of the
3-penten-2-on-4-yl radical is expected to be very low due
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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its small rotational constants ~A50.316 cm21, B
50.0630 cm21, C50.0387 cm21!,31 and neglected in the
prior calculation. Thus the number of vibrational quantu
states of the 3-penten-2-on-4-yl radical, associated with
OH ~N, v950) fragment, is counted using a Beyer
Swinehart algorithm,32 and multiplied by the appropriate de
generacy factor (2J11) to give the calculated distribution

The experiment and the prior calculation are compa
for the OH rotational state distribution at the pump wav
length of 291 nm, Fig. 6~a!. The measured OH rotationa
state distribution is determined by averaging overP, Q, and
R branches. The overall shape of the experiment is quite w
reproduced by the prior calculation. The experimental fin
ing that the OH state distribution at 291 nm is quite w
reproduced by the statistical prior model suggests that
dissociation of acetylacetone giving the OH fragment m
occur on the potential energy surface without a barrier
recombination along the reaction coordinate. This means
the p –p* transition is followed by the fast internal conve
sion, and the OH fragment is formed via unimolecular re
tion in the ground electronic state. This mechanism is qu
reasonable since the recombination of two free radicals u
ally does not require a reaction barrier.29

The OH rotational state distribution at 266 nm, howev
is not well reproduced by the prior calculation, Fig. 6~b!. The
calculation predicts the greater population at the highN’s
than the experiment, while at the lowerN’s it predicts the
smaller population than the experiment. This disagreem
could be simply due to the failure of the basic assumption
the prior model at higher energies. The other possible ex
nation can be found in the basic concept of the variatio
Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus~RRKM! theory.33 Ac-
cording to the variational RRKM theory,33 the transition

FIG. 6. The experimental OH rotational state distributions~closed circles!
with prior calculations~open circles connected with dotted lines! at the
photolysis wavelengths (lph) of ~a! 291 and~b! 266 nm. The experiment is
well reproduced by the prior calculation in~a!, while it is not in ~b!.
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state is not fixed at a specific configuration on the react
coordinate. Rather, as the energy increases, the trans
state moves along the reaction coordinate until the flux
minimized at the dynamical bottleneck. In barrierle
reactions such as the singlet ketene dissocia
(1CH2CO→1CH21CO!, there has been much experimen
and theoretical evidence that the transition state is loos
defined at the threshold region, but it moves in along
reaction coordinate as the energy increases ab
threshold.29,34,35Thus as the energy increases above the
action threshold, the transition state becomes tightened,
the product state distribution cannot be described by the
tistical models which count the number of the final produ
quantum states. Therefore, the OH rotational state distr
tion at 266 nm may reflect the tightened transition state at
higher energy. In this case, the variational RRKM theor33

would be suitable to describe the product state distributio
Even though the statistical prior model seems to desc

the experiment fairly well especially at 291 nm, the possib
ity of the existence of the dissociation channel, which ha
small exit barrier along the reaction coordinate, cannot
completely excluded. The preference of the OH fragmen
theP(A8) state~vide supra! indicates that the acetylaceton
dissociation may not be totally statistical. If the molecule h
enough time for the energy to be randomized among all
energetically accessible quantum states prior to dissocia
and there is no instantaneous kicking along the exit barr
the statistical population in theL-doublet states is expected
Thus the impulsive force acting along the dissociati
C–O~H! bond may exist in the transition state region, givin
the preferential population of the OH fragment in theP(A8)
state. In this scenario, thep –p* transition is followed by
the intersystem crossing to the3(p –p* ) state, and the dis-
sociation takes place on the triplet surface, which has an
barrier along the reaction coordinate due to the avoid
crossing with the upper electronic state~containing thes*
character along the C–O bond! correlating to the final prod-
ucts. Since the impact parameter in the C–O~H! bond frag-
mentation is so small, the OH rotation is not expected to
highly excited even when the impulsive force along the d
sociating C–O~H! bond is considerable. Furthermore, the d
namical constraint may exist in the acetylacetone disso
tion due to the relatively strong intramolecular hydrog
bonding. If this is the case, the bending or internal rotation
the OH moiety coupled to the reaction coordinate could
quite asymmetric or restricted within a small range in t
transition-state region. Thus the OH rotational state distri
tion could be only slightly different from the statistical pre
diction.

In order to clarify the reaction mechanism, calculatio
using the other various statistical models such as phase s
theory ~PST!,36 variational RRKM,33 or statistical adiabatic
channel model~SACM!37 would be helpful. Experimentally
the rate constant measurement as a function of the en
and the analyses of OH Doppler profiles would be qu
helpful to test various statistical or dynamical models. Eve
tually, ab initio calculation of the potential energy surfac
in the vicinity of the transition state would be desirable
investigate the role of the intramolecular hydrogen bond
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the photodissociation of the enolic acetylacetone m
ecule.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the enolic acetylactone gives rise to
OH fragment in the photodissociation induced by thep –p*
transition. The nascent OH state distribution has been m
sured using the LIF technique at the pump wavelengths
291 and 266 nm. The OH fragment is vibrationally cold, a
its rotational state distribution is peaked atN53 – 4. At the
low N’s, the OH rotational state distribution shows no
Boltzmann behavior. The OH fragment is found to
slightly more populated in the2P3/2 state compared to th
2P1/2 state. The preferential population of the OH fragme
in theP1 state is observed, and this indicates that the en
acetylacetone may conserve the plane of symmetry throu
out the reaction pathway probably due to the intramolecu
hydrogen bonding.

The statistical prior model is found to be quite success
in describing the OH rotational state distribution at the pu
wavelength of 291 nm, while it does not reproduce the O
rotational state distribution measured at 266 nm. This s
gests that the dissociation may take place on the pote
energy surface without a barrier to recombination, where
transition state is loosely defined at the threshold region
moves in along the reaction coordinate as the energy is
creased. However, the existence of the dynamical constra
associated with the intramolecular hydrogen bonding sho
be further investigated.
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